
Year Group: 

Year 6

2020 - 2021

Term: Summer Term 2

Teachers: Mrs Symes, Miss Pitt & Mr Fisher

Learning Values:    
Nurtured, harmonious, respectful and responsible, confidence, 

reflection, listening.

Science : What impact does electricity have on 

our lives? 

-Associate the brightness of a lamp or the 

volume of a buzzer with the number and voltage 

of cells used in the circuit. 

-Compare and give reasons for variations in how 

components function, including the brightness of 

bulbs, the loudness of buzzers and the on/ off 

positions of switches. 

-Use recognised symbols when representing a 

simple circuit in a diagram.

-We will complete a comprehension on 

electricity. 

Extended Writing Opportunities 

Script Writing 

Character descriptions

English  

Why is Shakespeare an example of 

sustainable literature? 

Core Text: The work and life of William Shakespeare

We will be learning about some of Shakespeare’s 

plays and most famous characters as well as 

appreciating his legacy. 

We will be analysing, reading and editing playscripts.

We will also be learning about his iconic theatre ‘The 

Globe’.

SPAG:

Higher level punctuation work: colons, semi-colons, 

Alan Peat Sentence types:

De:de sentences

RRS: 

Article 13: You have the write to find out things and 

say what you think through making art, speaking and 

writing. 

Article 29: You have the right to education which 

tries to develop your personality and abilities. 

Maths  : Continued Revision of key concepts that are not secure 

due to school closures. 

Four operations

Recapping formal written methods for addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division.

Mental calculations

Ratio and proportion

Understanding the difference between ratio and proportion.

Spotting the pattern between increasing quantities.

Working out scaling up.

Power Maths Work: 

Problem Solving:

-Solve problems about number, including fractions and ratio 

-Use representations to help make sense of problems  

-Reason about problems with a context and without a context 

-Apply understanding of measurement and geometry to solve 

problems

Can you problem solve using the most efficient method? 

Geometry:

-Measure angles and draw shapes accurately using a ruler and 

protractor 

-Calculate unknown angles in shapes and on lines using angle 

facts 

-Explore properties of polygons and 

circles Identify 3D shapes from 2D 

representations 

-Draw multiple nets for a 3D shape

SMSC: 
Respecting all religions, enjoy learning about ourselves, empathise with 

disabilities, respect and tolerance of individual differences, religions 

and all abilities.



Spanish 

Learn- about some Spanish festivals;  research holiday destinations in 

Spanish speaking countries - include where in the world and geographical 

features ; write sentence answers to familiar questions; read and 

understand short texts about topic related material

Revise- greetings, dates, numbers to 100+, weather, the question - 

where? (ongoing)

Grammar- question words; verbs: estar -(in all persons); 'saber-to know’ 

(1st and 2nd person sg); express opinions, give reasons - use connectives: 

y, pero, sin embargo, porque to extend sentences

PSHE  

Transition 

What strategies can I develop to help my transition to 

secondary school?

We will cover:

- Friendships and making new friends

- Navigation around our new schools

- Changes in workload including home 

learning 

- Keeping safe to and from school

Relationship Education 

- Changes that happen during puberty

- What makes a family? 

- Who to turn to when I need support

- To understand the human reproductive 

system 

- To understand how beauty is portrayed 

around the world. 

Where can I seek support during puberty?

RRS: Article 24

I have the right to best health possible and to medical care and 

to information that will help you stay well.  

Y6 Production: Shakespeare Rocks

14th and 15th July

RRS Article 32:

You have the right to play and relax  by 

doing things like sports, music and 

drama. 

Prop making and set design.

Designing programmes

Choreographing dance routines

Singing 

We will also be reflecting on the sustainability of 

Shakespeare’s plays and why we still study and 

enjoy them.

Art -

Linked to our production and English work on 

Shakespeare, we will be sketching and painting 

famous Shakespeare characters. 

Y6 Big Question : Why do people still enjoy Shakespeare today?
Transport for London talk on keeping safe to and from school - Community Liaison Officer talk on mobile phone safety- Virtual tour of the Globe Theatre

Philosophy
Critical thinking skills encouraging awareness of Rights and Freedom of 

Expression/ Speaking an listening respectfully. RRS Article 13.

‘Ring of Gyges’, the ‘Trolley Promblem’, 

RE  - Why is the Torah so important in Judaism? 

This unit will explore the place of the Torah, as the 

most important source of authority, within Judaism. It 

will enable pupils to learn about the content of the 

Torah, how different Jewish groups understand its 

origin, the place that it plays within services within the 

synagogue and the way that it is treated by Jewish 

people.   We will read a few extracts from the Torah. 

RRS: Article 14

You have the right to think what you like and be whatever 

religion you want to be.

PE—

Athletics & Sports Day practice

RRS: Article 31 Every child has the right to relax,  play and take part in a wide range of cultural and artistic activities.


